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Abstract
The Advanced Atacama Cosmology Telescope Polarimeter (AdvACT) is an upgraded instrument for the Atacama
Cosmology Telescope, which uses transition-edge sensor (TES) detector arrays to measure cosmic microwave
background (CMB) polarization anisotropies in multiple frequency bands. We review the integration and
characterization of the final polarimeter array, which is the low frequency (LF) array, consisting of 292 TES
bolometers observing in two bands centered at 27 GHz and 39 GHz. This array is sensitive to synchrotron radiation
from our galaxy as well as to the CMB, and complements the AdvACT arrays operating at 90, 150 and 230 GHz to
provide robust detection and removal of foreground contamination. We present detector parameters for the LF array
measured in the lab, including saturation powers, critical temperatures, thermal conductivities, time constants and
optical efficiencies, and their uniformity across the entire wafer.
Keywords: CMB, AdvACT, CE7, detector array integration, low frequency TES, saturation power, time constant

1. INTRODUCTION
The Advanced Atacama Cosmology Telescope Polarimeter (AdvACT) is an upgraded instrument for the 6 m
Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT), which uses transition edge sensor (TES) detector arrays to measure cosmic
microwave background (CMB) temperature and polarization anisotropies at multiple frequencies. The horn-coupled
AlMn TES bolometer arrays are fabricated on 150 mm wafers, which, along with the implementation of a new type
of time-division multiplexer, permit deployment of twice the total number of TESes as compared to the previous
receivers on ACT1, 2 and improves the array sensitivity. The multichroic arrays, including one high frequency (HF),
two middle frequency (MF) and one low frequency (LF), cover five bands from 29 GHz to 230 GHz. The improved
sensitivity and resolution and the wide observing band enable AdvACT to make measurements of intensity and
small angular scale polarization anisotropies of the CMB to constrain the sum of neutrino masses, dark matter and
dark energy. The measurement of the CMB polarization at large angular scales to search for primordial gravitational
waves. More information on AdvACT can be found in Crowley et al. 20183, Gallardo et al. 20184 and Koopman et
al. 20185 in this 2018 SPIE conference proceedings, as well as Koopman et al. 20166, Bernandis et al. 20167, and
Rojas et al. 20168.
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Figure 1. (Top) Components of the LF
F detector arrayy, looking at the back of the dettector array stacck. The hexagonnal
detectoor wafer stack is surrounded by an annular printted circuit boardd (PCB) mountedd on a copper suupport ring, whicch
also heeat sinks the arraay. Large silicoon wiring chips are glued to thee PCB. Interface chips, providing shunt resistoors
and serries inductors, an
nd multiplexing chips are die boonded on top off the wiring chipps. The time diviision multiplexinng
system
m is described in Doriese et al. 2001613. Each TES
S is inductively coupled
c
to a SQ
QUID. The wirinng associates eacch
detectoor with a row an
nd a column. Acctivating a singlee row of SQUID
Ds while summinng all the currennt from 25 rows of
SQUID
Ds associated with a single colum
mn allows one too read a single TES
T signal per coolumn at one tim
me. (Bottom righht)
The feeedhorn array is mounted to the bottom of the copper
c
support ring
r
through six L-brackets on its sides. The skky
side off the feedhorn arrray is pointing down
d
in this phootograph, and thhree L-brackets are
a visible. (Boottom left) The LF
L
detectoor wafer. The 73
3 OMTs are cleaarly visible as fouur-lobed patternns on nearly transparent circular membranes. Noote
that thee center is used for
f an alignmentt pin. The alignm
ment slot is visibble near the loweer left corner of the hexagon.

One HF
F and two MF arrays were deployed
d
at the 5200 m altittude site in Chhile in July 20016 and April 2017,
respectivelly, and they have
h
been observing the CMB
C
since theeir installationn. The LF arrray has been tested
extensivelyy in the laborratory, and wiill be fielded in place of one of the MF
F arrays in Sppring 2019. In
I this
proceedingg, we will revieew the integrattion and characcterization of the
t LF array. The
T LF detector array coupless to an
array of 733 feedhorns. The
T array has 292 optical TE
ESes for obserrving CMB raadiation and itss polarization in
i two
bands centtered at 27 GH
Hz and 39 GH
Hz and 98 darkk TESes for monitoring
m
bathh temperature variation durinng the
observationn. This array is sensitive to synchrotron radiation
r
from
m galactic emisssion as well as
a to the CMB
B, and
complemennts the AdvAC
CT HF and MF
M arrays operaating at 90, 1550 and 230 GH
Hz to enable robust
r
detectioon and
removal of
o contaminatio
on by astrophhysical foregroounds. First, inn Section 2 we
w will describbe new methoods of
assembly relative
r
to thosse used for thee HF and MF arrays
a
to accom
mmodate the use
u of a new feeedhorn materiial (an
aluminum silicon alloy rather than siilicon9), and changes
c
in thee mechanical design of the detector wafeer and
associated parts. We nex
xt present the LF
L array charaacterization in Section 3 witth parameters measured
m
in thhe lab,
including saturation
s
pow
wers at 100 mK bath teemperature, suuperconductingg critical tem
mperatures, thhermal
conductivities, and time constants.
c
Finaally, in Sectionn 4 we discuss the
t optical efficiencies measuured with a colld load

as a blackkbody radiation
n source, and the time consstants measureed in a loadingg environmentt comparable to
t that
expected in the field. Th
he parameters are analyzed from current-vvoltage (IV) curves
c
and datta with small square
s
waves injeected on top off the DC bias voltage
v
provideed to the TES (bias
(
step data)), measured unnder a variety of
o bath
temperaturres. We will co
onclude with thhe detector yielld and the unifoormity across the
t entire wafeer.

2 INTEGR
2.
RATION PR
ROCESS
The four Advanced
A
AC
CTPol arrays share
s
great sim
milarities in electrical
e
and mechanical
m
strructure10. The array
componentts are shown in
i Figure 1. The
T hexagon-shhaped detectorr wafer stack consists
c
of thee detector wafe
fer and
additional wafers to prov
vide waveguidee quarter-wavee backshorts annd waveguide interfaces to thhe planar orthoomode
transducerss (OMTs) on the
t detector wafer, as shownn in Figure 1. Four
F
AlMn TE
ESes, for two frequencies annd two
polarizatioons, are opticallly coupled to each of the 73
7 spline-profille horns throuugh an OMT. Six
S supercondducting
flexible caables (flex) tran
nsfer the TES signals to thee interface chipps, which provvide 6 m shuunt resistors foor TES
voltage biaasing, and to th
he two-stage suuperconductingg quantum inteerference devicce (SQUID) muultiplexing sysstem11.
The signalls are finally read out by rooom-temperatuure multichannnel electronicss (MCE)12 craates provided by
b the
University of British Collumbia.
The LF array differs frrom the other AdvACT
A
arrayys in several ways.
w
The LF arrray has largerr pixels and theerefore
far fewer optical
o
pixels (73 rather thann 503 or 429 for
f the HF andd MF arrays, respectively),
r
b many moree dark
but
TESes. There
T
is one daark TES per frequency
f
per pixel to monittor bath tempeerature variatioon, 98 of which are
connected to the readout system. The LF
L array has feewer than half the
t number of mux and interface chips com
mpared
to the MF array because of the reducedd number of deetectors. Finallyy, the LF feedhhorn array is directly machinned out
of an alum
minum-silicon alloy
a
(CE7) bloock9, instead of
o stacking multiple layers off etched siliconn wafer as in the
t HF
14, 15
and MF arrrays
. The feedhorn
f
no lonnger has chokee features. As shown in Figuure 2, we insteaad realize waveeguide
choke featuures in silicon.. We couple thhe silicon partss to the CE7 bllock using two alignment pinns. One of the pins
p is
seated in a radially-orien
nted slot to perrmit relative motion
m
due to thhe differential thermal contraaction (see Figgure 1,
lower rightt).
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Figure 2. (Left) A pictture of flex and detector wafer area.
a
Each flex is bolted down by
b two copper bars
b with two loow
profile screws and two
o alignment pins.. There are also four
f
to five goldd ribbon bonds on each edge of the
t wafer from thhe
top of the backshort cap
c (the top goldd surface in thee photo) to the detector
d
wafer to
t improve detector heat sinkinng.
(Right)) The cross section of the detecctor wafer stack. The feedhorn array is not shoown, but mountss above the chokke
joint wafer;
w
thus, this figure
f
is orientedd upside down with
w respect to the photo on the leeft. The thickneess of each silicoon
wafer is
i shown on the right. The waveeguide interferennce plate (WIP) extends the circuular waveguide from
f
the feedhorrn
input aperture
a
down to
o the membrane upon which thee OMT is suspennded. The detecctor wafer is shown in black. Thhe
backshhort (BS) is a meetallized wafer at
a the bottom off a 2 mm deep caavity. The moatts in the “top BS
S” wafer are filleed
with abbsorber to suppreess surface wavees between detecctors.
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Figure 3. Sketch of thee mounting of thhe superconductting flex used too connect the TE
ESes on the deteector wafer to thhe
wiring chips shown in Figure 1. The flex comprises a flexible polyim
mide section attaached to silicon stiffeners at eacch
T stiffeners, th
he wiring chips, and the detectoor wafers are 0.55 mm thick. Forr all of the arrayys, one of the fleex
end. The
stiffeneers rests on top of
o the PCB (show
wn on the left off the sketch), leaaving the bond pads
p
on the flex at
a the same heigght
as the bond
b
pads on th
he wiring chip. The
T top panel shhows that for thee HF and MF arrrays, the WIP wafer
w
is wider thaan
the dettector wafer, so that
t the flex stiff
ffener can rest onn the WIP waferr. This allows room for the flex stiffener to mouunt
to the WIP
W wafer so th
hat the bond padds on the flex and on the detectoor wafer are at thhe same height. The bottom pannel
shows that for LF, the WIP wafer and the detector waffer have the sam
me edge-to-edge extent,
e
so the fleex stiffener for thhe
op of the feedhorrn array. Severaal 0.5 mm siliconn bars are used too raise the flex until
u
its bond padds
LF arraay must sit on to
are onlly 0.5 mm lowerr than the bond pads
p
on the detecctor wafer.

The inteegration of the LF array is sim
milar to that off the HF array, which is descrribed in Li et al.
a 201616, exceept for
one major change in the flex mountingg. The flex is a stack of polyim
mide layers coontaining alum
minum traces with a 5
mm wide silicon stiffen
ner on both ennds. In the HF
F and MF arraays, as shown in the top pannel of Figure 3, the
waveguidee interface waffer (WIP) extennds 5 mm beyyond the edge of the detectoor wafer, and each
e
flex is moounted
with one siide of its silico
on stiffener gluued on the WIP
P right next to the
t detector waafer and the othher side glued on the
PCB right next to the wirring chip. In LF
F, the pixels arre larger. To acccommodate thhe maximum nuumber of pixells with
a 13.4 mm
m pixel pitch, th
he detector waffer’s edge-to-eedge distance iss 5.5 mm largeer than that in HF and MF, making
m
it challenging to fabricatee a WIP wafer large enough for
f the previouus scheme. Insstead, we desiggn the WIP sizee to be
the same as
a the detector wafer and moount the flex diirectly to the feedhorn.
fe
The flex
f
stiffener first
f
gets stycassted to
two 0.5 mm
m thick bars off silicon to makke up the heighht difference beetween the 2 mm
m tall detectorr wafer stack and
a the
0.5 mm talll stiffener. It is then bolted on the feedhoorn with low profile screws and
a a 0.8 mm thick copper bar,
b as
shown in the bottom panel of Figure 4. This atttachment methhod accommoodates the diffference betweeen the
coefficientts of thermal ex
xpansion of CE
E7 and silicon.

3. DARK PAR
RAMETER
R TESTING
G
3.1 DARK
K PARAMET
TER TESTING
G SETUP
The LF tessting largely fo
ollowed Ho et al.
a 201617 for thhe AdvACT HF
H array and Chhoi et al. 201718 for the MF arrays,
a
except thatt for LF, the dark
d
parameterrs and optical efficiency werre tested in sepparate cryogennic cooldowns of the
dilution reefrigerator test cryostat. In thhe dark param
meter characterrization, all of the feedhornss were coveredd by a
metal coveer, which mou
unted to the coopper support ring (see Figuure 1) and theerefore was heeat sunk to thee bath
temperaturre. To prevent the cover from
m being heatedd by radiation from the fridgge’s higher tem
mperature stagees, we
attached fivve layers of su
uperinsulation film
f
to its outerr surface.
3.2 DARK
K PARAMET
TER TESTING
G RESULTS
To charactterize the TES thermal conduuctivity, we asssume that the power
p
heating the
t TES and thhe temperature of the
TES are reelated by a pow
wer law:
(1)

where iss the optical power on the TES,
T
is the
t electrical power
p
dissipateed in the nonzeero resistance of the
TES, T is the
t TES island
d temperature (taken
(
to be , the superconnducting criticaal temperature)), is the power law
represennts the
index, andd is related to
o the thermal coupling
c
betw
ween the islandd and the bath,, and
heat transfferred from thee TES island to
t the thermal bath. The satuuration power
is definedd as the total power
needed to drive the TES
S resistance to 90% of its noormal resistancce. In our darkk testing setup,, is approxim
mately
omes:
zero; therefore Eq. 1 beco
(2)
We can rellate G, the therrmal conductannce of the thin leg
l connectingg the TES islannd and the bath, to

and :
(3)

E 2 to
By fitting Eq.

vaalues at differeent bath temperratures,

, , and

can be estimated.

During data acquisitio
on, we first drrive the TES to
t its normal state
s
and slowly ramp downn the bias voltage to
measure thhe TES’s IV cu
urves. In each IV curve, 20000 bias points are
a taken. We ramp
r
the bath temperature
t
froom 75
mK to 1600 mK in steps of
o 5 mK or 10 mK
m and take IV
V curves at eacch
. Sincee the atmospheric emission iss much
1
smaller at 27 GHz than at
a 39 GHz, thee targeted
values for the two frequencies are significaantly different19
, and
b power neeeded to drive the
t 39 GHz deetectors normaal is relatively large and mayy cause enoughh
the initial bias
variation to have a signiificant thermall effect on thee 27 GHz deteectors. Therefoore, at each
, we separaate the
t
frequenciies and only takke IV curves at
a one frequenccy at a time to control
c
the
variation wiithin 2
TESes by their
mK.
f
we assu
ume the uncerttainties in
are the same at different
. Since annd are both related
r
For the fitting,
to the geometry of the TES
T
legs, therre is strong deegeneracy betw
ween and , while remaains independennt. To
confirm thhe - degeneracy, we do 3--parameter fittiing and then fiix at the meddian of the resuult and do the fitting
again for and only. The
T result show
ws that and the calculatedd G from the 3--parameter fittiing are within 3% of
the resultss from the 2-p
parameter fittinng. Figure 4 and
a Figure 5 show
s
the distrributions of
at 100 mK
K bath
temperaturre, G and fro
om 3-parameteer fitting. The median
m
values and standard deviations
d
of those
t
parameteers and
the index n are given in Table
T
1, along with the array yield.
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Figure 4. Histograms off G and
for thhe LF array from
m dark tests. Thee top row showss G for the “optiical” bolometerss (those
coupled to feedhorns) fo
or 27 GHz (left)) and 39 GHz (rright). The bottoom figure shows for both thee 27 GHz and 39
3 GHz
bolometeers, illustrating great
g
uniformity across the arrayy, with standard deviation
d
less thhan 4% of the meedian.
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Figure 5.
5 Histograms of
o
at bath temperature 1000 mK, with reesults from “darrk” bolometers (those not couppled to
feedhornns) shown along with results from
m optical bolom
meters. The mediian
values are 1.2 pW for the
t 27 GHz boloometers
and 7.1 pW
p for the 39 GHz
G bolometers, which are close to the targeted values
v
of 1.5 pW
W and 7.8 pW.

Param
meters

(pW)

(mK)

G (pW
W/K)

n

Yield (%)

27 GHz

1.3 ± 0.2

165.5 ± 5.3

33.3 ± 3.8

3.55 ± 0.1

93.8

39 GHz

7.8
7 ± 1.4

167.5 ± 5.9

188.7 ± 27.4

3.33 ± 0.2

92.5

Table 1.
1 The median and
a standard devviation of the darrk parameters froom 3-parameter fitting of the IV
V curves taken att a
range of
o bath temperattures. The yieldd, given in the laast column, is defined
d
as the nuumber of optical bolometers wiith
analyzaable IV curves relative to the 292 fabricated on the
t array.

4. OPTIICAL TEST
TING
4.1 OPTICAL TESTIN
NG SETUP

vezzo

1.**-1

Figure 6. (Left) The sk
ky side of the feeedhorn array. Thhe perimeter of thhe array is coverred with a gold-pplated silicon
frame to
t improve its reeflectivity in the infrared. (Rightt) The cold load. Three low passs filters are mounnted between thee
cold looad and the feedh
horn array. Photoo courtesy of Chhoi et. al. 201718.

In the optical testing setu
up, we illuminate the entire array
a
with a coold load black body radiationn source as shoown in
Figure 6. The
T cold load is
i mounted 9.55 cm below thee bottom surfacce (the sky side) of the feedhhorn array. Thhe cold
load is a 155 cm by 15 cm
m square array of
o aluminum pyramids coatedd with Eccosorrb-101. Three low
l pass filterss, with
frequency cutoffs at 5.85
5 cm-1, 8.5 cm-11 and 12 cm-1, are mounted between
b
the colld load and feeedhorn array, and
a are
a the 100 mK, 1 K and 4 K stages, respecttively. As show
wn in Figure 5, we also put a 250 m thickk goldheat sunk at
plated siliccon frame on the feedhorn array
a
to minim
mize the heat absorbed
a
by thhe superconduucting CE7 feeedhorn
array, whicch is only gold
d-plated on its sides.
s
4.2 OPTICAL TESTIN
NG RESULTS
S
We use datta taken with the
t detectors viiewing the coldd load to estim
mate the detectoor efficiencies and to estimate their
time constaants under load
ding conditionss comparable to
t the loading expected
e
in thee field. We beggin by describiing the
procedure for estimating
g detector efficciencies, whichh largely follow
ws Crowley et. al. 201620 (foor the HF arrayy) and

Choi et. al. 201718 (for the MF arrays). For each cold load temperature TCL, the optical power
bolometer in the LF array can be estimated by

impinging on a
(4)

where is the frequency,
is the cold load emissivity,
is the product of the transmissions of the three low
is the effective area of the feedhorn and is equal to
, where stands for the total solid
pass filters, and
is
angle of the feedhorn beam. The simulated normalized beam pattern of the feedhorn is
, and
the Planck function. The factor of ½ accounts for the fact that each detector is sensitive to only one linear
polarization. By integrating over the solid angle, Eq.4 can then be written as:
(5)
and
are the integrals of the feedhorn beam over the solid angle subtended by the cold load,
where
and over all space, respectively.
We fix the bath temperature at 75 mK, ramp the cold load temperature from 11.5 K to 16 K in 0.5 K steps and
at each TCL. Although the array bath temperature is fixed, the local bath temperature for
measure each detector’s
each TES might vary. To account for real bath temperature variations caused by changing TCL, we use the dark
TESes. We assume the array is radially symmetric, and estimate the real bath temperature from Eq. 6,
(6)
where
is the average
of all the dark TESes in an annulus around the array center, with its radial
,
and
are dark
extent defined to be ± 1cm around the radius of the target optical bolometer.
is calculated from the inverse function of Eq. 1. We then calculate
parameters for the dark TESes, and each
the saturation power of the optical TES without the optical load to be:
(6)
,
and
are dark parameters for the optical-coupled TES. We estimate the optical power
where
absorbed in each optically-coupled bolometer,
, from
. We then assume
is proportional
and fit to a linear function,
to
(7)
to find the optical efficiency . We treat
as a constant offset, arising from the unspecified saturation powers of
the bolometers in the dark at constant bath temperature, and possibly from thermal radiation from other parts of the
cryostat.
We present results for the optical efficiency estimates for the 39 GHz bolometers in the left panel of Figure 7. The
errors for each measurement are estimated as ~20%, and are dominated by systematic effects from estimation of
dark detector corrections for thermal bath variations, which are imperfectly estimated with the small number of
TESes in each radial bin20. We do not present optical efficiencies for 27 GHz bolometers because systematic errors
are comparatively larger for those low power devices since the cold load only subtends about 1/3 of the total solid
angle of the 27 GHz beam. We are currently investigating the possibility that the possible bimodality of the
distribution for 39 GHz bolometers may be related to their polarization.
Finally, we use data taken with the cold load at 11 K and the bath temperature at 100 mK to estimate the time
constants of the detectors. The time constant is measured as the time a TES takes to decay by 1/e from the peak
value of a small square wave in its voltage bias. The right panel of Figure 6 shows histograms of
for the optically-coupled bolometers, with the DC values of the 12 voltage bias lines set to center the distribution of
TES resistances at 40% of their normal resistances.
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Figure 7. (Left) Histog
gram of the TE
ES optical efficieencies. (Right) Time
T
constant result
r
taken at 40%
4
Rn when thhe
detectoor array was faccing 11K cold looad, which is appproximately the signal expecteed from the skyy with atmospheere
precipiitable water vap
por (PWV) ~1 mm.
m The mediann f3db (44.4 Hz and 60.9 Hz forr 27 GHz and 39
3 GHz detectorrs,
respecttively) is good but the distributioon includes slow
wer detectors thann the targeted vaalue, which is 255 Hz.

5. SUMMARY
S
Y
The final detector
d
array for the Advannced ACT Polaarimeter has beeen assembled and tested in the laboratoryy. The
TES yield for the 292 optically-couple
o
ed bolometers is over 90% for
f each of thee two frequenccy bands, which are
G
The device parameterss,
, G,
have been measured
m
in the absence of optical
o
centered att 27 and 39 GHz.
signals and found to bee close to thee targeted valuues, and exhibit good unifformity. The bolometers’ optical
o
efficiencies and time con
nstants have also
a
been estim
mated in separaate tests with a ~10 K cold load. Thoughh these
parameterss exhibit a wid
der spread thann anticipated, the
t average peerformance is good,
g
and we intend to deploy the
array on thhe Atacama Cosmology Teleescope at the Parque
P
Astronnómico Atacam
ma in northern Chile in the Spring
S
2019.
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